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Thank You, Marianne Williamson
I should start with saying I am not, at the moment, endorsing Marianne Williamson for President of the USA. We could
and have done worse, but it’s really way too early to endorse
anyone isn’t it?
Constant comment was a tea, right? How did it get to be
that we have to stop every half-hour or so and take on poll on
what just happened? Take tea and see is a better slogan and
seems like a more sane path doesn’t it? Who’s winning needs
to be us/US anyway—not the candidates.
The “winning” candidate will most likely change—and
change again—between now and the primaries next year.
Right now I have to admit that I’m just amazed that there is
someone among the 20 people who were on stage at the first
Dem Debate that I’ve met, talked to and interviewed—several
times. She’s been on our cover a lot throughout the years. The
last time was June 2018 when Steve Dahl interviewed her for
us. She was on her “How to Love America” Tour and spoke
at Seaside Center for Spiritual Living. (That interview is also
online on our site and speaks to the direction she wants us/
US to go.)
I knew she would be in the debate, but still it’s somehow a
merging of different realities. Maybe it shouldn’t be, but no
doubt it takes a lot of courage to step into that arena.
I had a friend who was involved in John Edward’s campaign several years ago and I spent a week or so following
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that candidate around in Nevada.
A debate setting is much different,
but I’ll never forget what a shouting
match the press conferences were.
Everyone spoke at once and the
reporter who spoke the loudest and
longest was the one who the rest of
the pack eventually deferred to. It’s
next to impossible to explain or get
ideas heard.
Did you notice that the first
winners of the debates were the ones that came in with the
best “gotcha?” It’s like that, but much, much worse. The were
different kinds of gotcha’s in the debates. Talking over people
is the part I’m uncomfortable with. Do we need force to be
right? Isn’t it interesting, though, how the media judges those
who do as winners?
Putting herself in that environment, by itself, tells me about
her commitment to what she says. None of the candidates
have an easy path in that sense, but this isn’t her day job like
most of them.
At the same time I know she is not new to expressing her
ideas and concern about our government, our country, people,
and where we are going.
During the debate what she did that resonated with me the

most is to say plans are not going to defeat Trump. The media
wants to hear perfect plans, but is there a human on earth that
can become an instant expert on every part of human life in
this country?
When I say “instant” I really mean in only a dozen or two
lifetimes. In fact, as I noted here previously, that violates out
prime directive—to create a “more perfect union”—not the
perfect one. Perfect can’t be done. We can only take a step at a
time towards it, and in the meantime things change. It’s kinda
like life. We try something and adjust—and adjust.
So thank you, Marianne, for stepping up and especially for
saying what others were not—that the most important step we
can take is to make sure we chose someone of character—not
characters. The honest man, wo-man, following the Constitution starts us on a surer path.
Forget the definitions—socialist, capitalist, populist, left,
right, my/your party or philosophy. We all define those terms
differently anyway. Say we want a health care system that
doesn’t bankrupt people. Keep adding to that list and see what
fits those type of requirements. Don’t we need that flexibility?
Don’t we really want representing us people who are fair,
thoughtful, human beings who treats others as human beings?
—Steve Hays, publisher

What’s Online This Month?
What is a Bionic Leaf? Does it help the planet?
An Excerpt from the Splendor Solis
& Clean Air Improves Health (not EPA approved)

Turtle Odyssey at Fleet Science
A new giant screen documentary narrated by Academy
Award-Winner Russell Crowe opens in the the Heikoff Giant
Dome Theater at the Fleet Science Center in San Diego July 5.
Based in Australia, Turtle Odyssey explores the unique
lifecycle of an Australian green sea turtle named Bunji and
her incredible journey across the open ocean. The film follows
Bunji from a hatchling into adulthood as she swims thousands
of miles, meets incredible creatures and has some really wild
encounters. She will eventually migrate, with mysterious preci—continued page 7

— NEW RELEASE —

If you haven’t looked lately our online business and services
directory is expanding.
Under Enlightenment and Meditation we now have
information on Michelle’s Mystical Experience. Also added is
Intuitive Consultant Becky Kay. Take a look at both.
Also online are free calendar listings. Post your event there
and see what is going on.
More will be added during the month. Sign up for our
monthly newsletter (see below) to keep informed.
Have a great July!

POB 1278
Vista CA
92085-1278

Tibetan Yoga

Principles and Practices
Ian A. Baker

$40.00 • Hardcover
Full-color throughout
ISBN 978-1-62055-912-3

“Ian Baker’s journeys inspire
others not only to venture
into unknown lands on a
geographical level, but also
to discover the inner realms
within which our own deepest
nature lies hidden.”
—His Holiness the
XIV Dalai Lama

editor Steve Hays; cover Timothy Britain; ambassador Amelia Leigh

Timeline for July 2019 Issue

Classiﬁeds/Events & ads due by June 14, Display Ads June 20
760/ 631-1177 - lifeconnectionmagazine@gmail.com

There’s More to See at LifeConnectionMagazine.com
including FREE calendar and classifed listings. When
onlne, please sign up for our monthly newsletter.

Available on InnerTraditions.com
and Wherever Books Are Sold

800-246-8648 •
Text ITIBCO to 33233 to Receive Special Offers & Discounts
LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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FACE YOGA
By Danielle Collins
Danielle Collins is
the World leading Face
Yoga Expert and a
renowned authority
in Yoga, Nutrition and
Wellbeing. She believes
in a holistic and natural approach to health,
fitness and beauty and
her philosophy is that
we should all have
the opportunity to use
simple, effective techniques to look and feel
the very best version
of ourselves. Danielle
has appeared on BBC,
ITV, Channel 4 and
Kiss FM Radio, as well
as in hundreds of international media publications such as
Vogue, The Times, The Telegraph and The Daily Mail. Danielle is a sought-after presenter, writer and Yoga model and has
over 1 million views on her YouTube videos. Her new book
comes out July 9, 2019.

Throw out the creams, get rid of the face masks and delete
that surgeon’s number – try Face Yoga – the new way to keep
you looking younger, firmer and healthier.

THE FOREHEAD DAB –
For Preventing and Reducing
Forehead Lines

TOP TIP
Use this exercise to practice keeping your forehead still while
widening the eyes –a great way to avoid expression lines.

THE EYEBROW LIFT – For reducing and preventing
hooded eyes
1. Place your
two index fingers
under the eyebrows. Very slowly
close your eyes and
hold for 10 seconds. Repeat twice
more. You should
feel a shaking in
the upper part of
your eyelids.
2. Lift your hands away from the eyebrows and place
all your fingertips in the middle of the forehead. Very gently
smooth the fingers away from each other toward your temples
and then lift off. Keep the eyes wide and don’t raise the eyebrows. Repeat for 30 seconds.
BENEFITS
The muscles in your forehead work against the resistance
of the finger which helps to build strength and tone.
TOP TIP
Because this exercise asks you to raise your eyebrows it
should be followed by a forehead massage to ensure that the
forehead muscle is relaxed following the exercise

1. Start with your eyes either open or closed – whichever
feels more comfortable.
2. Place the palm of your
hand on the right side of your
forehead. Press, or “dab”, your
forehead gently, moving gradually across to the left, then back
toward the right.
3. Start with one dab per
second, then gradually slow
it down to one dab every 10
seconds. Do this exercise for 1
minute in total.

THE BUTTERFLY- For reducing and Preventing Lines between
the Eyebrows

BENEFITS
Relaxing the frontalis muscle of your forehead means less
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tension. This exercise also improves circulation, keeping the
skin refreshed and glowing.
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1. Using your index finger,
middle finger and ring finger on
both hands, smooth the area between the eyebrows. Move your
hands away from each other and
when they reach the hair line, look
down and hold for 10 seconds.
2. Bring the fingers back to
your starting position and repeat
twice more.

3. Now do the same exercise (3
sets of 10 seconds) but with your eyes
wide open, ensuring you don’t raise the
eyebrows.
BENEFITS
The massaging action helps to relieve
tension in your procerus muscle which
runs between your eyebrows, which can
prevent lines being formed.

Resource
Directory

Counseling

EFT/Tapping ∞ Emotion & Body Code ∞ Intuitive Counseling & Therapies

G

et to the heart and root of your issues—no matter what they
are. Reclaim your True Authentic Self and purpose—happy and
healthy! Greatly improve the overall quality of your life with EFT, The
Emotion and Body Code, Intuitive Counseling, Energy Medicine,
NLP, and Hypnotherapy. Clear negative relationship issues, core hindering beliefs, emotions, anxiety, fears, traumas, phobias, pain, physical and emotional problems, compulsions, depression, general blocks,
chronic conditions and more! Love your life!

TOP TIP
Try not to drag the skin too much
with this exercise

Kathleen Rick, BMS, MA, DD,
EFT-Cert., ACHt., CECP
Energy Psychology and Holistic
Therapies Expert since 1983
MA Psychology/MFT
Award-Winning Author

Dr. Kathleen Rick ∞ 619-523-4690
In-Person, Phone, Skype, and Remote Sessions
www.kathleenrick.com (free EFT e-book)

Dental & Medical Services

Holistic

THE THINKER - For preventing and
reducing double chin.
1. Make a fist and place it under
your chin, pushing upward slightly.
2. Open and close your mouth 30
times. Keep pushing upward with your
hand slightly. Your chin should be parallel to the floor.
3. Now hold your mouth open, and
very slightly wrap your lips around your
teeth. Hold for 30 seconds.

• Digital X-Rays
• Ozone Therapy
• Safe Mercury Removal
• Biocompatible
Materials
• Minimally Invasive
Dentistry
• Snoring & Sleep
Apnea Therapy
• Laser Non-Surgical
Gum Therapy

Dentistry

Relax in our spa-like office

JEFFRY S. KERBS, DDS

The art of creating beautiful smiles

(760) 746-3663
www. drjkerbs.com
Loma Linda University School
of Dentistry Graduate

• TMJ and facial pain
treatment
• Instant Veneers
• Dental Implants
• Porcelain Veneers
• Esthetic Dentures
• Metal-free dentistry
• Natural-Looking
Smiles
• Invisalign
Orthodontics
240 S. Hickory St., Suite 207
Escondido, CA 92025
DrKerbsOfffice@sbcglobal.net

Holistic Dental Clinic in Tijuana

AMERICAN BI

DENTAL

BENEFITS
This exercise works on toning and
strengthening many of your lower face
muscles and the fist acts as resistance to
work the muscles in the lower jaw area.

• High-quality, safe biological dentistry at a fraction of the usual cost!
• Safe Silver (Mercury) Fillings Removal • Cosmetic Dentistry
• Bio-compatible Dental Materials • Environmentally friendly ofﬁce at the ﬁve-star
Grand Hotel • Five-minute cab drive from the border, or pick-up available

TOP TIP
If it feels more comfortable you can
rest your elbow on a table.

Now Oﬀering Regenerative Medical Services

• $50 Exam includes Teeth Cleaning & Panoramic X-rays
• $150 Wisdom teeth extractions by US trained MD, DDS, Surgeon

Call today! 1.877.231.5701 • www.americanbiodental.com
LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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The Rock Balancer’s Guide
By Travis Ruskus
San Francisco based artist Travis Ruskus combines temporary
rock balance sculptures with photography, freezing into infinity
the ephemeral moment. The healing energy of the meditative
work showcases a transformation of stress
to clarity; scarcity to abundance. His editions and workshops investigate the reconnection of human and Earth.
July 9, 2019 is the release date for his new
book, The Rock Balancer’s Guide (Watkins
Publishing, 240 pages). See TravisRuskus.
com

I

f I could teach you one thing, it’s to remember to breathe during moments of
peace. Then, remember to breathe during
moments of chaos. Focus calmly on the air
entering and leaving the body.
Be careful, as this moment will only happen once. Rock balancing reminds you to
use this moment wisely. Like most meditation practices, rock balancing is about the
power of the breath.
We experience a state of physical and
mental clarity whenever we stop to simply
breathe for a few moments. This state of being is mindfulness, reached by quieting the
booming voice of the ego to listen to the true voice of our soul
as it interacts with the wisdom of the Earth.
Rock balancing is a form of the soul’s interaction with nature.
It requires patience and focus, which makes it a powerful form of
moving meditation and mindfulness. Since this practice cannot
be rushed; it invites you to connect with the present moment.
After all, everything that ever happened in the history of time
has led you to this moment.
---

Practice the Seven Keystones of Rock Balancing
Through countless hours of balancing, I have found that all
rock balances embody a set of principles. By following these
seven keystones of rock balancing, you can tap into the flow
of energy that surrounds us all in every moment:
1. Breathe: First you must experience how the breath connects
you with the energy of each moment. Discover your true power,
one breath at a time. Throughout this process be sure to bring
your attention back on the breath.
2. Opportunity: As you select rocks and start to balance them,
discover what your internal fears are and how to overcome
them in order to unlock your abundant potential. Failure is a
discovery process.
3. Believe: In my experience of teaching others how to balance
rocks, 95 percent of people say “I can’t” before they even pick
up a rock and try. By switching your internal mindset to “I can”
before receiving external validation, our positive actions begin
to manifest what was previously labeled “impossible.”
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4. Balance: As you engage in the physical movements of
balancing, you will enhance your connection with the Earth.
A balanced rock creates a balanced mind, body, and soul.
5. Limits: Reconsider what your
true limits are. When you think you’re
done, try to add just 1 more rock. Then
maybe a few more. Be careful not to get
caught up in the “just 1 more” mindset.
If you do, you will never be satisfied. A
finished rock balance is simply the point
at which you feel happy and content
with yourself.
6. Release: In the circle of life, everything that is created will eventually
be destroyed. Letting go is one of the
hardest things to do, but it must be
done. Knocking down your balance—
despite the hours or even days it took
to create—is an essential part of this
process. The more you release, the
easier it becomes. You will likely find
being free from the past allows you to
move towards the future in peace.
7. Evolve: I believe rock balancing
can help change the way you see the
world and your role in it. Each moment affects the next one. By doing something you believed
impossible, you can discover how to evolve into your true
self and manifest your dreams.
--These seven keystones of rock balancing are designed to
shift your perspective on what is possible within yourself.
No one else can do this but you. My intention is to give
you the tools required to succeed at this art form, as well as
experience its wider impact on your life.
You might balance your first rock and then go wild
sharing this gift with others (like I did). Or perhaps you
keep your insights to
yourself as you start
to incorporate this art
form into your daily
meditation practice. Of
course, you might not
even touch a rock, but
one of these sentences
resonated with you at
exactly the right moment.
Whatever the case
may be, this practice
will help you transform
stress into clarity. Every moment is a fresh
start, including this
one. Peace to you!

Spiritual Centers
Sundays at 10 AM
Meditation at 9:30 AM

CBD
NEUCANA WHOLE-FLOWER WATER-SOLUBLE CBD
Experience the elevated beneﬁts of whole ﬂower CBD. Our
20:1 nonpsychoactive products promote healing from within
using organic, water-soluble formulations. CBD Sun Protection available! Find more at: neucana.com Mention TLC to
save an extra 20%! Amelia@neucana.com

Help Wanted

FULL-TIME SALES POSITION
Join a growing and inspiring Personal/Spiritual Growth
company. Life Purpose Institute was founded in 1984.
Educate and address the needs & questions of prospective
students about our programs. Connect with people from
around the world who truly want to help others. Speak to
warm leads interested in Life or Spiritual Coaching programs. NO cold calling! Must have: Nice speaking voice;
Strong written/verbal communication skills; minimum of 3
years sales experience; Microsoft, Ofﬁce, Google Suite
tools; CRM/Database experience – InfusionSoft a plus;
BA degree preferred. $20-25/hr. based on experience plus
monthly bonuses, beneﬁts. Full-time – must be available 5
days and evenings until 7:30pm. To be considered please
mail cover letter and resume to: fern@lifepurposeinstitute.
com.

Graphic Design

Yes, We Judge a Book by its Cover

Your book design should be as compelling as the ideas
it conveys. I’ve been a professional graphic designer since
1989. My clients include the San
Diego Natural History Museum,
Western Field Ornithologists,
Caroline Sutherland and many
others. I specialize in getting
authors’ books onto Amazon/
CreateSpace, Kindle, Nook, and
other publishing platforms. I’m
known for loyalty, and have a long
history of working with complex
scientiﬁc publications as well as
novels, poetry, etc. I design the covers, interior, and can do
all the work of getting your precious publication out to the
world. Full editing and website design services also available. Tim Brittain: 619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net

Celebrating Life with Open Minds & Loving Hearts

5120 Robinwood Road, Suite B-13, Bonita, CA 91902
(619) 475-1012 • www.cslbonita.org

Rev. Jane
Westerkamp

Are you seeking a connection to something bigger than yourself?

Seaside Center for Spiritual Living
Weekly Sunday Services
9 and 11am

Youth Program at both services
Connect with us:

@SeasideCenterforSpiritualLiving
@SeasideCenter
@joyouspodcast
@SeasideCenter
@SeasideCenterSD

1613 Lake Drive, Encinitas CA 92024 760.753.5786 www.SeasideCenter.org

Products & Services

Meditation
TRANSMISSION MEDITATION TUES, FRI & SUN
“What the world needs now is Love ....” Transmission Meditation is a scientiﬁcally efﬁcient
group meditation for maximizing the outpouring of Cosmic Love into humanity. 7pm Tuesdays, 7:30pm Fridays and 9:30am Sundays in Golden Hill. 619/531-0773. www.meetup.
com/meditation-430
TWIN HEARTS MEDITATION ON THURSDAYS
Every 1st & 3rd Thursdays 7pm–8:30pm at the Myo-Sei Center 741 Garden View Ct. Suite
204 Encinitas, CA Call (888) 226-4325 or visit www.goddessenterprises.net for more.

Space For Rent

OFFICE/ HEALING ROOM RENTAL FOR HEALTH PRACTITIONERS
Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, located in Encinitas on the campus of the California Institute
for Human Science Contact Pranic Healing of San Diego 888-226-4325; E-MAIL INFO@
PRANICHEALINGSD.COM

If there somewhere you would like to pick up
The Life Connection tell the store manager you
want to get your monthly TLC at their location
and we will be happy to take them copies.

More DIRECTORY LISTINGS are ONLINE
Continued from page 3

sion, back to the very beach where she was born-to lay her own
eggs that are the foundation of the next generation.
Sea turtles are some of the most majestic and ancient creatures on Earth. For over 100 million years, they have traversed
the seas, surviving multiple mass extinctions and playing critical roles in maintaining healthy marine food webs. Not only
do these friendly animals captivate us as they peacefully glide
through the ocean, but their personal journeys of survival are
equally fascinating.
There are only half as many turtles in the ocean now than
there were a hundred years ago, and the biggest threat to their
survival is not life in the wild, but in sharing their world with
humans. Sea turtles remind us just how interconnected we
all are in this amazing world and audiences will be moved to
cherish them even more.
Tickets for public screenings are on sale now at the Fleet’s
ticket counter and at www.fleetscience.org.

LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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These exquisite Mystical Greeting Cards were created for one main reason.
To bring more Happiness and Light to our world. Unique, Beautiful and Spiritual.

Elevate The Way You Feel With Floating

Eliminate all sensory stimulus - no limitation on how deep you can take your meditation
Access deeper states of Consciousness
Activate your body's own system for healing

- Stress reduction
- Anxiety relief
- Sports recovery
- Pain relief
- To promote relaxation
- Reduce headaches
- Increase circulation
- For more restful sleep
www.floatnorthcounty.com
991 Lomas Santa Fe Dr.
Solana Beach, CA 92075

Offer expires July 15, 2019

Special Offer

$10 Off first float
at Float North County
Call: 858-925-6069

